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ABSTRACT
The twenty-first century has been dominated by the need for large
scale data processing, marking the birth of big data platforms such
as Cosmos. This paper describes the evolution of the exabyte-scale
Cosmos big data platform at Microsoft; our journey right from
scale and reliability all the way to efficiency and usability, and our
next steps towards improving security, compliance, and support for
heterogeneous analytics scenarios. We discuss how the evolution
of Cosmos parallels the evolution of the big data field, and how the
changes in the Cosmos workloads over time parallel the changing
requirements of users across industry.
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INTRODUCTION
The world is one big data problem.
— Andrew McAfee

The last decade was characterized by a data deluge [78] in large
enterprises: from web, to social media, to retail, to finance, to cloud
services, and increasingly even governments, there was an emergence of massive amounts of data with the potential to transform
these businesses and governments by delivering deeper insights
and driving data-driven decisions. Unfortunately, prior tools for
data processing were found to not work for this scale and complexity, leading to the development of several so-called big data
systems. At Microsoft, the big data system development started
with large-scale data extraction, processing, and analytics in Bing,
resulting in a compute and storage ecosystem called Cosmos. Over
the years, Cosmos grew into a mammoth data processing platform
to serve the fast-evolving needs for big data analytics across almost
all business units at Microsoft. Figure 1 illustrates this growth in
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terms of the number of servers, the total logical data before replication or compression, and the total number of batch SCOPE jobs.
Indeed, we can see a phenomenal growth of 12x, 188x, and 108x on
these three metrics over the course of the last ten years.
In this paper, we look at the tremendous progress in storing
and processing data at scale that has been made at Microsoft. We
trace all the way back to early efforts starting in the early 2000s and
describe how they lead to the Cosmos data processing platform that
has been the analytics backbone of the company for the last decade.
In particular, we highlight the technical journey that was driven
by constantly evolving user needs, starting from store reliability,
running compute over the stored data, developing a declarative
interface, the origins of the SCOPE language, details about SCOPE
input processing, including appends and metadata, job characterization and virtual clusters for concurrency, network challenges
seen and the corresponding optimizations, the origins of the SCOPE
query optimizer, and finally, the transactional support in Cosmos.
After the initial years of development, post 2010, the core Cosmos
architecture has remained relatively stable and has been serving a
broad spectrum of analytics needs across the whole of Microsoft,
including products such as Bing, Office, Windows, Xbox, and others.
We describe several aspects of this core architecture, including the
design for hyper-scale processing; compiler re-architecture to align
with the C# specification and semantics; supporting heterogeneous
workloads consisting of batch, streaming, machine learning, and interactive analysis; high machine utilization exceeding 70% in most
cases and 90%+ in many cases as well; and a comprehensive developer experience including tools for visualization, debugging, replay,
etc., all integrated within the Visual Studio developer environment.
In recent times, Cosmos has further witnessed several technological
advances and has been extended to support several modern needs,
including the need for better efficiency and lower costs, adhering
to newer compliance requirements such as GDPR, embracing opensource technologies both in the platform and the query processing
layer, and opening to external customers to serve similar analytics
needs outside of Microsoft. We describe these recent extensions
and discuss our experiences from them.
Looking forward, we expect Cosmos to remain a hotbed of innovation with numerous current and future directions to address
tomorrow’s analytical needs. Examples include continuing to address the challenges around security and compliance; providing an
integrating ecosystem within Cosmos with more flexible resource
allocation and tailored users experiences; better integration with
the rest of the Azure ecosystem to support newer end-to-end scenarios; richer analytical models such as sequential and temporal
models for time series, graph models for connected data, and matrix

(a) Number of servers in Cosmos clusters.

(b) Data size before compression/replication.

(c) Number of batch SCOPE jobs run per day.

Figure 1: The growth of Cosmos infrastructure and workload in the last decade.
models for linear algebra operations; supporting advanced analytical workloads that are a blend of data science, machine learning,
and traditional SQL processing; providing a Python language head
on top SCOPE; improving developer experience with better unification, interactivity, and recommendations; optimizing the new
class of small jobs that are now a significant portion of Cosmos
workloads; applying workload optimization to reduce the total cost
of ownership (TCO) for customers; and finally, leveraging the recent advances in ML-for-systems for tuning difficult parameters
and reducing the cost of goods sold (COGS).
Despite the long development history, interestingly, Cosmos
remains very relevant to the modern big data trends in industry.
These include ideas such as “LakeHouse" [6] for better integration
between ETL and data warehousing, “Lake Engine" [22] for advanced query processing on the data lake itself, “Data Cloud" [75]
for democratizing the scale and flexibility of data processing, and
“Systems-for-ML" for bringing decades of data processing technologies to the machine learning domain. Therefore, we put Cosmos in
context with these newer industry trends.
In summary, efficiently storing and analyzing big data is a problem most large enterprises have faced for the last two decades.
Cosmos is the Microsoft solution for managing big data, but many
other companies have built their own internal systems. Most notably, Google built Map Reduce [21] and the Google File System [25]
before moving to Colossus and Google Dataflow [43]. Other companies have built their internal solutions on top of open-source
Hadoop [30], such as Facebook with its Hive-based solution [77],
as well as LinkedIn [76] and Twitter [44] [46]. Many of these internal solutions have been later offered as big data services to external customers, such as Microsoft Azure Data Lake [50], Google
Dataflow [27], and Amazon Athena [3]. Our goal in this paper is
to share the rich history of Cosmos, describe how the system and
workloads have evolved over the years, reflect on the various design
decisions, describe the next set of transformations we see in the big
data space, and contrast traditional big data systems like Cosmos
with the latest data processing trends in industry. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first paper discussing both historical
evolution and modern relevance of a production big data system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 traces
back the origins of Cosmos between 2002-2010, Section 3 describes
the core architecture between 2011-2020, Section 4 describes challenges and opportunities we see in 2021 and going forward, finally
Section 5 puts Cosmos in context with modern industry trends.
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2

THE ORIGINS: 2002-2010
Those who don’t learn history are doomed to repeat
it. — George Santayana

In this section, we delve into the early origins of Cosmos and
describe the various design choices made along the way, in response
to both the customer needs and the operational challenges.

2.1

Storage Efforts

The origins of Cosmos can be traced back to early 2002, with the
need for a reliable and efficient data store. Early efforts included
the XPRESS library for fast compression using LZ77 [89] and optionally adding a Hoffman or other encoding pass, the Lock Free
(LF) library for various components in the store, such as config
manager, object pool, allocator, releaser, etc., and the Replicated
State Library (RSL) [55] as a Paxos [10] implementation to support
dynamic replica set reconfiguration, including dynamic sizing and
cluster healing. These ideas evolved into Cosmos store in 2004 and
the original goal was to achieve a cost efficient, high available, and
high reliable storage solution for user mailboxes in Hotmail.
Cosmos was later incubated in Bing in 2005, then called Live
Search, where the initial code for several components was added,
including extent node (EN) to manage data on a single machine and
communicate with other machines (built on top of NTFS), Cosmos
storage manager (CSM) to keep metadata about streams and extents
in a Paxos-protected ring with seven replicas that keep all metadata in RAM, Clientlib interface to call EN and CSM, and Cosmos
Web Service (CWS), to browse directories and streams. The original
design had many JBOD (Just a Bunch of Disks) ENs, 100MB extents
(soon 250MB) compressed and stored in triplicate in different failure
domains, multiple CSM volumes all using the same ENs, a Clientlib,
and the ability to run a distributed computation. There was no
distributed computation framework though, and users had to write
it all by themselves. A distributed CSM was supposed to hide volumes of distributed storage from users but was not in the initial
implementation. Initial customers were Books, Boeing Blueprints,
and Search Logs. In 2007, the CSM, EN, and Clientlib components of
Cosmos were forked into an internal codebase called Red Dog [23],
which later became Azure Storage [12, 17].

2.2

Compute Efforts

In 2006, a Nebula Algebra was developed to run computations on
Cosmos store. The algebra consisted of stages, which had code to
execute, along with inputs and outputs. For example, a join would
have two inputs and one output. A job hooked together the inputs
and outputs of stages to read/write from Cosmos store. Each stage

could have a variable number of vertices, which ran the stage’s
code single-threaded on a particular machine. There was fan-in for
each input and fan-out for each output, mapping the M vertices
from one stage to the N vertices of the next stage. Intermediate
outputs were written as distinctively named files on the machine
where a vertex ran. Users could write an algebra file describing
the stages, and the system could run the distributed job described
by the algebra file. Later, Microsoft developed Dryad [34], which
was a more robust method of managing execution trees that could
retry subtrees on failures, and so the Cosmos team switched to
using Dryad to execute the Nebula algebra. However, authoring
the algebra file was still not easy.

2.3

Declarative Language

The Search team developed P*SQL, meaning Perl-SQL, which generated a Nebula Algebra file from a SQL-like script with embedded
Perl fragments. The compiler grepped the script for "SELECT",
"FROM", etc., and everything in between was assumed to be Perl.
The Search team used it to mine its logs to find most frequent
queries and responses people clicked on. The earnings helped Cosmos pay for itself in a month. The purpose of Cosmos now changed
to running large, distributed jobs instead of just storing data reliably. However, P*SQL was clunky. It just searched for keywords and
assumed the things in between were legal Perl. PSQLv2 smoothed
user experience, but users still struggled to work with the complexities of Perl language. This led to the birth of FSQL, which had F
expressions and supported nested tables.
In 2007, Microsoft invented DiscoSQL[66], which was like P*SQL
but used C# snippets instead of Perl snippets, and it had a GUI that
allowed dragging-and-dropping stages together into an algebra
instead of requiring a script. By default, each statement used the
previous statement’s output as its input. Alternatively, statements
could be assigned to variable names, and those variables could be
used as inputs to multiple later statements. Input streams were binary, but “extractors" interpreted them as a list of records of known
types; “processors", “reducers", and “combiners" took lists of records
and produced lists of records. Unlike MapReduce [21], combiners
took two input lists of records and produced one output list of
records. “Outputters" took a list of records and translated them
into binary streams. Schemas were embedded in the extractor code
rather than the inputs or the metadata store. Cosmos eventually
standardized on DiscoSQL, which was later renamed SCOPE and
has remained the primary language of Cosmos since then.

2.4

SCOPE Beginnings

Structured Computations Optimized for Parallel Execution, or SCOPE,
was initially a grep-for-select language just like P*SQL, but with
C# fragments instead of Perl fragments. It had both a GUI and a
script language. However, development in 2007 and 2008 centered
on just the script language (not the GUI), giving it a well-defined
syntax. The design philosophy of SCOPE was SQL clauses with C#
expressions. Although SQL is not case sensitive, SCOPE was made
case sensitive with all uppercase keywords, to not conflict with C#
("AS" is in SQL while “as" is in C# and SCOPE had to support both).
DiscoSQL already supported user-defined extractors, processors,
reducers, combiners, and outputters. SELECT was added to SCOPE
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as syntactic sugar. All types of joins were implemented as internal
combiners. Aggregate functions were implemented on top of reducers. DefaultTextExtractor and DefaultTextOutputter made reading
and writing tab-separated and comma-separated Cosmos streams
easy. Users loved the C# “yield" statement, so that was used for
user-defined operators to report rows. If an expression had an error,
raising an error would fail the job, which is often too expensive.
Nullable types were added to SCOPE, allowing users to report null
for an erroneous expression, rather than fail the entire job.
The SCOPE language was designed to have a tokenization pass
(lexer) and a parsing pass (grammar). The grammar took a list of
tokens as input, never had to retokenize (tokenizing is expensive).
Tokenization depends on whitespace, but grammar does not. Tokens remembered the following whitespace (comments count as
whitespace), and their position in the script. The token positions,
and following whitespace, could be used by error messages to point
at where errors were and what the surrounding text was. Compilation figured out how statements were hooked together and split
statements into operations. Optimization rearranged the operations
for improved execution speed, e.g., filtering was done as early as
possible. Internal operations, and even user-defined operations,
could annotate whether various transformations (like pushing filters earlier) were legal. C# code was generated to implement each
operation. Operations were grouped into stages that could execute
single-threaded on a single machine. The output of compilation
was C# code and a Nebula algebra file that described how stages
are hooked together, and the number of vertices for each stage.
Later, SCOPE started having a dedicated editor that would parse
the SCOPE script and give intellisense suggestions. An experimental
feature annotated the compiled script with line numbers from the
text so that a debugger in Visual Studio could report what line
number in the UDO in a script was causing a problem. SCOPE can
also run over local files on the developer machine.

2.5

Extractors, Appends, & Structured Streams

SCOPE processes inputs using "extractors" that break a byte stream
into records with a well-defined schema. The schema contains C#nullable types. SCOPE extractors read whole extents, i.e., the chunks
into which a Cosmos stream is subdivided, and so records could
not span extent boundaries. There was an early bug in the Cosmos
data copying tool that would break the alignment of records along
extent boundaries. This failed customer jobs and inspired them to
design customer extractor UDOs. Users were further motivated to
share these custom UDOs with each other, and thus UDO sharing
quickly became an essential workflow in the Cosmos ecosystem.
Earlier, users would place the libraries into the Cosmos store
and then share the location, but this made it hard to keep the
libraries public while keeping the data private. In recent years, with
the addition of the metadata services (see section 3.9), customers
now can share the code objects using a common pattern. Even the
Cosmos team can provide commonly used user-defined operators
as built-in assemblies. Finally, inputs can either be extracted (each
extractor vertex gets a subset of the stream’s extents), or they can
be resourced (copied as files to every vertex of the job). Copying a
resource to so many vertices could overwhelm Cosmos, so a P2P file

copy service called Databus was used to fan out resources rather
than having each vertex copy them directly.
Cosmos supports both fixed-offset and unknown-offset appends.
In fixed-offset appends, the offset to append at must be known, or
the append fails. Fixed-offset appends will succeed if the data at
that offset is already there and matches the data being appended.
Fixed-offset appends can guarantee no duplicates, but need a single
writer. On the other hand, unknown-offset append cannot avoid
doing duplicate appends, but they can be done in parallel. SCOPE
outputters use fixed-offset appends, each outputter writes its own
extents, and then extents are concatenated together into a final
output stream. This allows SCOPE to produce large, sorted outputs
in parallel, with no duplicates. Appends were limited to 4MB, but in
2010 large appends that could be up to 250MB were implemented.
They did repeat 4MB appends by offset and failed all of them if any
of them failed. Large appends fail more than normal appends, and
they are particularly sensitive to flaky networks.
Finally, SCOPE implemented "structured streams", which tracked
their own metadata in a stream’s final extent. Such streams could
use schema-aware compression. They were automatically affinitized into partitions, and extractors read whole partitions. Records
could span extents within a partition because the extractor would
read the extents within a partition sequentially.

2.6

Jobs & Virtual Clusters

SCOPE jobs could be classified as cooking jobs or ad-hoc queries.
Cooking jobs are massive, with the largest at the time being the
daily merging of all clicks and queries from Search. The Search team
put a lot of effort into extractors to interpret the heterogeneous
logs, join click logs with the query logs, and produce clean nonduplicated outputs. The output of cooking jobs was about as big
as the input, but sorted, cleaned up, and without duplicates. On
the other hand, ad-hoc jobs typically spent 90% of their CPU in
massively parallel extractors. The extract vertices discard most of
the data, aggregate most of the rest, and then later vertices spend a
long time churning that remaining data to produce a final answer
as output. Most of the CPU went into parsing tab-separated-value
files and sorting the results. An example ad-hoc job is to query all
search queries and the links clicked on for the past three months.
Customers also found interesting ways to exploit SCOPE jobs.
For example, some jobs included replacements for the cosmos internal executables that executed them as resources. Others attempted
to read the internet, or the job vertices used more space, more
CPU, or wrote to disk directly. Still others included applications
for machine learning and model training. Given the unusual ways
customers were using Cosmos, it was challenging to test the impact
of code changes on production jobs. The solution was to implement
"playback" which allowed to recompile and re-run the jobs in production environment [82]. We store the metadata for each SCOPE
job in a job repository so that we can verify backward compatibility
and detect performance regressions before deploying new code.
Initially, Cosmos clusters could only execute one job at a time.
This was fine for baking search query logs, but not acceptable for
numerous other scenarios. Therefore, virtual clusters (VCs) were
introduced to allow multiple concurrent jobs (still one job per VC).
VCs also functioned to hide volumes, and a way to hide one user’s
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data from another. VCs were given a quota of a fixed number of
machines they could use to execute jobs. A quota of 15 machines
wouldn’t always be the same 15 machines, but only 15 machines at
a time could be executing a VC’s job. The VC Web Server (VCWS)
provided a VC-oriented interface to Cosmos.

2.7

Network Traffic & Optimizations

Early Cosmos cluster networks were woefully underpowered and
minimizing network utilization was a major focus. For example, to
make SCOPE practical, extractor input extents were sorted by the
machines they were on, extents were grouped into vertices, and
vertices were placed so that extractors read almost all the time from
their local machine. This avoided network traffic for extract, which
is where 90% of the data is read and discarded. Likewise, mirroring was added to continuously copy data from one cluster/volume
to another cluster/volume. This was needed to migrate from old
clusters to new ones and rebalance volumes within a cluster. Mirroring used the same underlying mechanisms as cross-volume and
cross-cluster concatenate. Another network optimization was to
map the first extent to three random racks, but map later extents
with the same affinity GUID to the same racks. A vertex reading
several affinitized extents could be placed in one of those racks and
would not need cross-rack network to read any of its data. A vertex
joining two affinitized streams could join them by their affinitized
keys without reading cross-rack data. An “Affinity Service” kept
affinity groups in sync across clusters.
Cosmos store also experimented with 2x2 replication (two copies
in one cluster, two in another), but this proved insufficient for
availability during outages. Plain two-replica extents were also
supported, but they lost a trickle of data constantly. Replicas are
lost when servers die, or they need to be reimaged for repairs. Each
extent replica is kept in a separate failure domain, so correlated
hardware failures, such as power failures, do not cause the loss
of every extent replica. When one extent replica is lost, the CSM
creates a new replica to replace it, so data loss occurs when all
replicas are lost within the time window it takes for the CSM to
do this replication. In practice, we observe that these data loss
scenarios occur with two replicas, but not with three replicas.
Other efforts for making the Cosmos store more efficient include
Instalytics [74] for simultaneously partitioning on four different
dimensions with the same storage cost as three replicas, and improving tail latency for batch workloads in distributed file system [58].

2.8

Query Optimizer

In 2008, the cost-based query optimizer from T-SQL was ported
to optimize the plans for SCOPE queries. SCOPE could query all
streams matching a certain directory and stream name pattern and
treat them as if they were just one big stream. This was vital to
cooking jobs which had to read hundreds of streams written in
parallel for ingested data. It was also vital to ad-hoc jobs reading
weeks’ or months’ worth of cooked streams in date-structured
directories. Internal joins were limited to 1000x1000 results per
matching key. If both sides had over 1000 rows with the same key
value the job failed with an error, but it was fine if one side had 999
rows and the other had 1,000,000. This rule was to prevent small
inputs from causing exceedingly expensive jobs. Combines without

a join key (cross product) were also disallowed for the same reason.
Over time, improvements in the SCOPE optimizer led to numerous
improvements in job execution. SCOPE switched to a grammardriven syntax and fully parsed C# expressions. Error messages
improved, user load grew orders of magnitude, some scripts were
thousands of lines long, and many scripts were machine generated.

2.9

Transactional Support

In 2009, a service called Baja was developed on top of the Cosmos
store file system to support ACID transactions. The Baja project
started by forking the partition layer of Azure Storage [12], a service that itself had started as a fork of the Cosmos store. Baja added
support for distributed transactions and a distributed event processor. The initial use case for Baja was to reduce index update times
for Bing from minutes to seconds. This was particularly important
for updating the index for Bing News. The Baja solution was highly
scalable and cheap, so Bing was able to use it for many indexes
beyond News. One of the taglines was "the entire web in one table",
where the key is the URL. Baja supported tables of unlimited size
by implementing an LSM tree on top of Cosmos Structured Streams.
Baja used a custom format for the log but checkpointed the log
to standard Cosmos Structured Streams. A streaming SCOPE job
was then used to do compaction of separate Structured Streams
into a new Structured Stream. Baja was later used to support other
scenarios, outside of Bing indexing, across Microsoft. One major
scenario was Windows telemetry. After a successful run of ten
years, the Baja project evolved into a solution that runs on Bing
servers rather than Cosmos servers.

3

THE CORE DESIGN: 2011-2020
You can’t build a great building on a weak foundation.
— Gordon B. Hinckley

In this section, we describe the core Cosmos architecture that
has remained relatively stable over the last decade. We discuss the
scalable compute and storage design, the modern compiler architecture in SCOPE, support for a highly heterogenous workload, the
high machine utilization seen in Cosmos, and a relentless focus on
the end-to-end developer experience. We further describe recent advances, including efforts to improve operational efficiency, making
Cosmos GDPR compliant, bringing big data processing to external customers via Azure Data Lake, designing a unified language
(U-SQL) for external customers, and bringing Spark to Cosmos.

3.1

Designing for Scale

Figure 2 shows the core Cosmos architecture. The Cosmos frontend
(CFE) layer is responsible for handling communication between the
Cosmos cluster and the clients 1 . Each CFE server runs a front-end
service, which performs authentication and authorization checks
and provides interfaces for job submission and cluster management. If users are authorized to access data and submit jobs to the
Virtual Cluster, the request is sent to Cosmos JobQueue Service
(CJS) 2 . This service is responsible for scheduling a job on the
backend servers based on resource availability and job priority. It
also maintains the job’s status. Once the job priority is satisfied and
resources are available, the CJS sends the request to the SCOPE
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compiler service 3 , which carries out job compilation and optimization. During compilation, the SCOPE engine also communicates
with Store Metadata service to get more information about data 4 .
The SCOPE compiler generates code for each operator in the
SCOPE script and combines a series of operators into an execution
unit or stage. The job can have many different stages in the job
resulting in task parallelism. All the tasks in a single stage perform
the same computation. The tasks can be scheduled separately and
executed by a single back-end server on different partitions of the
data, resulting in data parallelism of the stage. The compilation
output of a script, therefore, consists of: (1) a graph definition file
that enumerates all stages and the data flow relationships among
them, (2) an unmanaged assembly, which contains the generated
code, and (3) a managed assembly, which contains user assembly
along with other system files. This package is then stored in Cosmos
store and later downloaded on backend servers for job execution.
Once the compilation succeeds, the CJS sends a request to the
YARN resource manager (RM) to schedule the SCOPE Job Manager (JM) on the Cosmos backend servers 5 6 . There is a large
group of backend servers in the cluster that run a Node Manager
(NM) service that is responsible for executing tasks as well as JM.
SCOPE job execution is orchestrated by a JM, which is responsible for constructing the task graph using the definition sent by
the compiler and the stream metadata 7 . Once it constructs the
physical task graph it starts scheduling work across available resources in the cluster. To scheduling the task, JM fetches the health
information of the servers 8 and requests RM to schedule task on
selected servers 9 . Once the tasks are scheduled 10 , created 11
and started 12 , the JM also continuously monitors the status of
each task, detects failures, and tries to recover from them without
requiring to rerun the entire job. The JM periodically checkpoints
its statistics to keep track of job execution progress. Task or vertex
running on NM can read or write data to local or remote servers 13 .
To ensure that all backend servers run normally, a resource
health monitoring service (RMON) maintains state information for
each server and continuously tracks their health via a heartbeat
mechanism. In case of server failures, the RMON notifies every
RM and JM in the cluster so that no new tasks are dispatched
to the affected servers. As mentioned earlier, the NM service on
each server is also responsible for managing containers that are
ready to execute any assigned task. At execution time, the JM
dispatches a request for resources to the RM to execute a task. The
RM is responsible for finding a worker for task execution in the
cluster. Once the RM sends a response to the JM with the worker
information, the JM submits the request to schedule the task to
the NM service running on the worker. Before executing the task
on the worker, the NM is responsible for setting up the required
execution environment which includes downloading required files
to execute the task. Once the required files are downloaded, the
NM launches the container to execute the task. The JM indicates
whether the output of the task execution should be written as temp
extents on the local server, or to the remote Cosmos store.
To avoid latency impact and to reduce the cost of operation, interactive queries follow different execution flow than batch/streaming
queries. Once users send the request to CFE to execute an interactive query 1 , the request is directly sent to SCOPE compiler service
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Figure 2: Cosmos Scope architecture in the last decade.
which carries out job compilation and optimization as explained
earlier 2 . After compilation, SCOPE compiler service sends the
job to Job Manger Service 3 that starts orchestrating vertices for
query execution 4 . Job Manager Service differs from JM in handling execution of multiple interactive queries compared to only a
single query. On completion, the result are sent to users.
Cosmos runs on Autopilot [33] as the cluster management framework. Autopilot exposes a virtual data center abstraction that typically maps one-to-one to a physical data center, although there are
exceptions. Within a virtual data center, Autopilot has the concept
of virtual clusters, which are limited to 40,000 servers each. In 2013,
multiple virtual clusters were stitched together to support Cosmos
clusters larger than 40,000 servers. At that time, we scaled the size
of Cosmos clusters up from 40,000 servers to 55,000 servers. Initially, virtual clusters that were stitched together were in same data
center, however, later, the same approach was also used to connect
virtual clusters in other data centers to that same Cosmos cluster.
This unlocked support for Cosmos clusters to span multiple data
centers. Today all Cosmos clusters span at least four data centers.

3.2

Compiler Architecture

An incoming SCOPE script goes through a series of transformations
before it is executed. Firstly, the compiler parses the SCOPE script,
unfolds views and macro directives, performs syntax and type
checking, and resolves names. If the SCOPE script contains user
define code like UDFs or UDOs in C#, Python, or Java, then the
appropriate compiler is invoked to compile relevant code. The result
of this step is an annotated abstract syntax tree, which is then
passed to the query optimizer, that generates efficient execution
plans. Below we describe the SCOPE compiler architecture in detail.
SCOPE is a declarative language, with C# and other language
integration. Beyond relational operators, the entire expression language, the type system, extensibility model and even user references
are all in terms of C# and .Net assemblies. This was a great win
for Microsoft’s internal .Net users, especially in terms of expressibility, but posed great challenges for the original version of the
SCOPE compiler. As a result, the SCOPE compiler (as most compilers) attempted to have its own grammar, rules, binder, expression
handling, and code-generation. Thus, a significant amount of developer effort was spent to match parity with the C# specification
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(even 1.0 for that matter), align C# semantics with the behavior and
generation of the C# compiler itself, let alone trying to keep up with
the ever-evolving versions of .Net and C# language additions (e.g.,
LINQ, lambdas, anonymous types, named parameters, generics).
Later, to gain agility, the compiler needed a major re-architecture,
essentially splitting abstract syntax tree between two concepts: relational (algebra) and scalar (expression) services. Central to this investment was leveraging the .Net C# compiler services, code-named
Roslyn [69], which was being actively developed in Community
Technology Preview. These are the same C# services, parser, and semantic symbol binding that the C# compiler uses. This was a unique
usage pattern that Roslyn was not designed for; originally optimized
for a single app program on client-side. SCOPE was literally delegating to it for thousands of independent expression fragments, each
with their own scoping rules, precedence, and relational context.
Likewise, the Cosmos environments stretched Roslyn in terms of
performance, scalability, and cluster-level reliability.
Consequently, the SCOPE compiler now has a modern and more
natural integration with C#, not only from a user perspective but
from the code and architecture itself. The compiler completely
matches the C# specification and the actual C# compiler semantics
bug-for-bug, with much less effort. SCOPE is now able to keep up
with newer versions of .Net as well as C# language version at a
much faster pace than we would have ever imagined, freeing up the
team for other SCOPE language and programmability investments.

3.3

Heterogeneity

The Cosmos stack is designed to support a wide heterogeneity in
workloads. Thanks to adoption across the whole of Microsoft, Cosmos needs to support workloads that are representative of multiple
industry segments, including search engine (Bing), operating system (Windows), workplace productivity (Office), personal computing (Surface), gaming (Xbox), etc. To handle such diverse workloads,
the Cosmos approach has been to provide a one-size-fits-all experience, as illustrated using a block diagram in Figure 3. We discuss
the key heterogeneity characteristics below.
First, to make it easy for the customers to express their computations, Cosmos provides users a variety of programming language
support, including declarative languages such as SCOPE and Spark
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different production clusters, each dominated by workloads from
different business units. The Cosmos infrastructure is designed to
handle such heterogeneity in workloads.
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Figure 3: The Cosmos block diagram.

SQL, imperative languages such C# and Java, and data science languages such as Python and R. Furthermore, users can express all the
above in simple data flow style computation and in the same job for
better readability and maintainability. Cosmos also exposes a rich
set of developer tools both in Visual Studio (coined ScopeStudio)
and command line. Second, to enable different business scenarios, SCOPE supports different types of query processing, including
batch, interactive, approximate, streaming, machine learning, and
complex event processing. Third, SCOPE supports both structured
and unstructured data processing. Likewise, multiple data formats,
including both propriety and open-source such as Parquet, are supported. Cosmos further support other abstractions such as Tables
and publish/subscribe APIs. Finally, considering the diverse workload mix inside Microsoft, we have come to the realization that it is
not possible to fit every scenario using SCOPE. Therefore, we also
support Spark query processing engine. Overall, the one-size-fits-all
query processing experience in Cosmos covers diverse workloads,
data formats, programming languages, and backend engines.
In addition to data processing using SCOPE or Spark, Cosmos
also exposes storage access for CRUD (create, read, update, delete)
operations by external applications. Baja, for example, implemented
a log-structured file system on top of Cosmos to store many small
files with frequent updates. As a result, it could support several new
scenarios on Cosmos, including low latency storage, incremental
processing, high volume data ingress/egress, random reads/writes
with distributed transactions, and low latency event processing in
pub-sub applications (sub-second latency, exactly-once processing,
advanced load balancing, and fault tolerance). These are substantially different than traditional workloads in Cosmos.
Finally, to illustrate the heterogeneity in Cosmos workloads,
Figures 4a—4c show the variance in the size of inputs processed,
the end-to-end latencies, and the number of tasks per SCOPE job.
We can see that the 50th and 90th percentiles vary by four orders of
magnitude for the size of inputs, by almost two orders for the job
latencies, and by more than two orders for the number of tasks, thus
demonstrating a significant variance in SCOPE jobs. Furthermore,
this variance could be up to an order of magnitude different on
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Cluster Utilization

Cosmos has managed to maintain high cluster utilization over the
years. To illustrate, Figure 5 shows the CPU utilization over the last
decade. We can see the utilization hovering between 60% and 90%,
with 70%+ in most of the years. There are several factors that have
contributed to this consistently high utilization.
First, SCOPE engine can aggressively schedule vertices in a
SCOPE job, even more than the maximum resources (called tokens [70]) allocated.This is done by leveraging unused resources
from other
jobs and repurposing them to opportunistically allocate
2
vertices in more needy jobs [11]. In case a job requests its originally
allocated resources back, then opportunistically allocated vertices
are killed first. The SCOPE job manager also handles failures gracefully by retrying failed vertices multiple times and retrying them
recursively up the dependency chain in case of multiple failures.
Second, a RMON (resource monitor) service in Cosmos captures
the health information of every machine every ten seconds. Job
managers can then query RMON for task utilization on different
machines and push the load aggressively on those machines [11].
This means that there is no limit to the number of tasks that can run
on a machine if resources are available, in contrast to scheduling
a fixed number of containers per machine. RMON also has low
operational overhead with only one instance needed per cluster.
Third, the user-defined operators (UDOs) in SCOPE could be
CPU and memory-intensive. SCOPE allows such UDOs to borrow
resources from other vertices running on the same machine. However, this is done with certain safeguards in place, e.g., kill the
process beyond certain utilization, such as 20GB. Unfortunately,
CPU and memory cannot be reclaimed by the original vertices.
Finally, the SCOPE engine exploits massive cluster resources
for better performance. This includes better task and data parallelism using cost-based query optimization in SCOPE. As a result,
expensive portions of the SCOPE job, can have large fan-outs, thus
creating many tasks that could boost cluster utilization. Likewise,
streaming SCOPE jobs have a large in-memory state to utilize the
spare memory and avoid spilling to disk.

3.5

Developer Experience

The SCOPE engine supports a diverse workload which includes
batch, interactive, streaming, and machine learning. Thus, the targeted users include developers, data engineers, business analysts,
and data scientists. All of these play a critical role to influence an
organization’s big data strategy and technology choices and thus
having a unified and easy-to-use experience is important. Common activities for these SCOPE users involve cleansing data, data
aggregation and correlation, building process pipelines, tuning performance and scale, performing analysis queries, and visualizing
results. Furthermore, in addition to authoring their code in the
SCOPE declarative language, users rely on SCOPE extensions in C#,
Python, and R to express their business logic, and therefore tools
that increase productivity for development, debugging and tuning
are important. SCOPE has support for state-of-the-art development

(a) Variane in stream sizes.

(b) Variance in job latency.

(c) Variance in tasks per job.

Figure 4: The variance in the batch SCOPE jobs in Cosmos.
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Figure 5: CPU utilization over the years in Cosmos.

tools in Visual Studio. This tool, called Scope Studio, provides a
comprehensive authoring, monitoring, and debugging experience
for all different kinds of workloads and language extensions. For authoring SCOPE jobs, Scope Studio provides Intellisense [56], which
includes code completion to boost developer productivity. Once
authored, Scope Studio allows users to run a SCOPE job locally or
in a cluster. In both cases, they can see a visual representation of the
job execution graph, along with relevant statistics (vertex counts,
output row counts, latencies, etc.) as the execution progresses.
Bugs in SCOPE scripts are costly because they waste a lot of time
and money, and resolving them is challenging due to the complex
distributed execution environment and the difficulty in correlating
runtimes issues with the highly optimized user scripts. Therefore,
Scope Studio provides various features to make it easy to debug job
failures and performance issues. For instance, static code analysis
is a mature and powerful technique offering the first line of defense
for SCOPE users during deployment. We provide a rule-based static
code analysis tool, which is an analysis framework application
shipped with Visual Studio. Scope Studio also helps in analyzing
job execution, highlighting the bottlenecks, e.g., data skew, and
giving recommendations to resolve them. During job execution,
users can monitor the progress of the job, vertices, stages, as well
as see various execution metrics like number of rows, data size,
time taken, and memory consumed per vertex. Once the job has
finished executing, users can analyze the critical path of the job, run
what-if analysis for resource allocation, debug failed and successful
vertices locally, or replay the entire job execution locally. Cosmos
further stores telemetry from different services for future analysis
to support a variety of offline debugging tasks, using Helios [62]
to efficiently retrieve relevant logs for debugging failures. Another
pain point for developers was to specify and allocate resources used
for their queries. Autotoken [70] addresses this by predicting the
peak usage of recurring jobs and allowing Cosmos to allocate only
the required resources for users.
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Efficiency Efforts

Cosmos has witnessed significant growth in usage over the years,
from the number of customers (starting from Bing to almost every single business unit at Microsoft today), to the volume of data
processed (from petabytes to exabytes today), to the amount of
processing done (from tens of thousands of SCOPE jobs to hundreds of thousands of jobs today, across hundreds of thousands of
machines). Even a single job can consume tens of petabytes of data
and produce similar volumes of data by running millions of tasks
in parallel. We considered several optimizations to handle this unprecedented scale. First, we decoupled and disaggregated the query
processor from the storage and resource management components,
thereby allowing different components in the Cosmos stack to scale
independently [65]. Second, we scaled the data movement in the
SCOPE query processor with better distribution and quasilinear
complexity [20, 64, 86, 87]. This was crucial because data movement is often the most expensive step, and hence the bottleneck, in
massive-scale data processing. Third, we introduced bubble scheduling [84] to divide the execution graph into sub-graphs called bubbles. Query operators within a bubble stream data between them.
Fourth, we identified opportunities for reusing common computations in SCOPE jobs and built mechanisms for doing that [36, 37, 73].
Fifth, newer operator fusion techniques were proposed to identify
interesting patterns in query plans and replace them with more
efficient super operator implementations [45]. Sixth, there were
opportunities for more aggressive data filtering [26, 40, 49] and
skipping by creating replicas with heterogenous partitioning and
sorting layouts [74]. And finally, SCOPE introduced sampling and
approximate query processing techniques in Cosmos [39, 41, 83].
Efficiency improvements in the storage layer focused on improving the compression of data. We introduced a stronger default
compression algorithm for data on-write that reduced data at rest
by 30%. We also introduced recompression of data at rest, which allowed us to opportunistically consume spare CPU cycles to do more
CPU-intensive compression that would otherwise incur higher latencies to do on-write. Finally, there were approaches to evaluate
the amount of telemetry loss that could be tolerated [29].

3.7

Compliance Efforts

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a European law
that created new requirements for data retention and updatability in
Cosmos. The granularity at which data needs to be deleted for GDPR
meant that we had to add such deletion support to our Cosmos
interface. To support GDPR in Cosmos, an append-only file system,

we added support for Bulk-Updatable Structured Streams (BUSS)
which enabled customers to delete or update individual rows in
their structured data. In 2018, because of the GDPR changes, we
also saw a radical shift in the storage workload for Cosmos. GDPR
changed the cost equation for Cosmos customers to store data, and
we observed many customers electing to delete large portions of
their cold Cosmos data. Deleting older data that was infrequently
accessed increased average IOPS per byte at rest in Cosmos clusters.
This meant supporting the same amount of network traffic and disk
I/O with fewer hard drives, fewer servers, and fewer network links.

3.8

Azure Data Lake

By 2014, more and more external Microsoft customers were looking
for offerings to process their own big data workloads. At that time,
Microsoft offered HDInsight, a managed cluster form factor for the
Hadoop eco-system. Since Cosmos was an easy-to-use platform
as a service (PaaS) that had been successfully scaled to exabytes
of data, we started developing external services called Azure Data
Lake Analytics (ADLA) and Azure Data Lake Storage (ADLS) [65].
Azure Data Lake Storage (ADLS) [65] was a new software stack
designed to support batch processing scenarios of Cosmos as well
as other open-source workloads like Spark and HBase. Security and
integration with Azure were key considerations in the ADLS design
in a way that they had not been in Cosmos. The ADLS architecture
added the Hekaton-based RSLHK metadata service to process high
numbers of transactions needed for real-time applications. While
migrating Cosmos storage onto ADLS, we kept the Cosmos EN and
CSM but shifted many responsibilities of the CSM to the new PSM
and Alki metadata services. This migration paved the way for many
of the security and compliance improvements we are currently
making in Cosmos. It also connected the Cosmos data lake to the
Azure services allowing for seamless integration with Azure. For
example, Cosmos customers can now access their Cosmos data
from HDInsight, Azure Machine Learning, or an Azure VM. They
can also use Azure Data Factory and Azure Event Grid to build
complex workflows across cloud services.
Around the same time that we migrated the storage layer of Cosmos to the ADLS stack, we also migrated the resource management
layer to YARN [80]. This migration, discussed at length in [18],
enabled support for open-source engines other than SCOPE inside
of Cosmos clusters. Over the past year, Cosmos users have started
to use Spark inside Cosmos clusters. We expect the Cosmos workload to shift towards more open-source workloads in the future
as Azure Synapse [57] makes the user experience for using open
source frameworks on Cosmos easier through notebooks.

3.9

optimizer, and execution framework of the SCOPE engine. However,
U-SQL also introduced several new capabilities as described below.
U-SQL added a highly flexible fileset feature to read from and
write to a large set of files. It also introduced SQL features that
SCOPE (and even many SQL dialects) did not support at the time,
such as PIVOT/UNPIVOT, complex data types such as MAP, UNION
BY NAME to simplify unions of rowsets with partially overlapping schemas, handling of flexible rowset schemas (e.g., SELECT
*.Remove(col11, col450, col555) FROM @rowset), etc. The addition of a meta-data service provided common database containers
for logical objects such as tables, views, and computational objects
such as table-valued functions, procedures, and a rich assembly
management system that provides rich management capabilities
for the user extensions (including support for user-code debugging) [53] not just in .NET/C# but also Python, R, and Java/Scala.
Furthermore, U-SQL included predefined assemblies that provided
built-in capabilities such as cognitive services for text and image
analysis, JSON/XML support, and support for open-source structured data formats such as Parquet and ORC.
We released U-SQL as part of Azure Data Lake Analytics [50]
in 2015 [51, 68]. The documentation [54] and the U-SQL release
notes [52] provide a lot more details on its capabilities.

U-SQL

Considering the internal success of the SCOPE engine due to ease
of use, scale, efficiency, and performance, and increased customer
demand for a big data processing and analytics platform as a service,
we decided to make it available to external customers. Since external
customers expected a language closer to the familiar SQL, we "SQLified" the SCOPE language, and called the resulting language U-SQL
[68]. U-SQL preserved SCOPE’s strengths such as dataflow scripting,
its tight C# integration for scalar expressions and functions as well
as user-defined operators (UDOs), and kept the underlying runtime,
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3.10

Spark Support in Cosmos

Cosmos customers were increasingly demanding open-source analytic engines such as Apache Spark [85]. This was motivated by
market trends and the innovations in these engines, particularly
the notebooks and libraries for data science and machine learning.
Given the benefits of the Cosmos platform in terms of low cost, high
scale, and the existing exabyte-sized data estate, we decided that it
would make more sense to bring the open-source experience to Cosmos than to build out a completely different processing stack. The
resource management and execution framework in Cosmos that is
based on YARN is now processing both the SCOPE jobs as well as
providing the resources and scheduling of Spark jobs and managing the Spark clusters that are being created for the Synapse Spark
pools. Of course, we also need to provide interoperability between
the most frequently used data formats. Therefore, as mentioned in
the previous section, SCOPE has added support for Parquet and
ORC, and we have now also added support for reading SCOPE’s
structured stream format in Spark by implementing a Spark data
source connector. Furthermore, we extended SCOPE’s meta-data
service to be shared between SCOPE and Spark. This means that
users can create a managed table in SCOPE that is backed by Parquet and read the same table in Spark, for example using SparkSQL.
Since Cosmos customers possess a large set of .NET knowledge and
libraries that they may want to reuse in Spark, support for .NET
for Apache Spark [24] is now also included.
The Magpie [35] project explored automatically choosing the
most efficient analytics engine for different tasks including Spark,
SCOPE, and Azure SQL Data Warehouse. As part of this work, we
looked at which jobs perform better on the Spark engine vs the
SCOPE engine in Cosmos environments. We found that generally
jobs with input sizes below 72 million rows perform better on Spark,
while jobs with larger input sizes perform better on SCOPE.

4

LOOKING AHEAD: 2021 AND BEYOND

SCOPE processing engine. However, this also complicates the system making it unpredictable, less performant, and unreliable. Considering the diverse workload mix inside Microsoft and the limitations seen in the SCOPE engine, we have come to the realization
that it is not possible to fit all scenarios using SCOPE. Naturally,
this means that we need to level up the integration of Cosmos with
various other Azure services to enable newer end-to-end customer
scenarios. To start with, we plan to invest in the integration of the
SCOPE engine with various other data sources from which it can
read and write data. While today SCOPE only supports persistent
stores like ADLS and Cosmos, we plan to integrate with low latency stores and queuing services like Event Hub and/or Kafka.
We also plan to integrate SCOPE with interactive engines like SQL
on-demand and SQL DW to enable scenarios like dash-boarding,
federated query execution, and reference data lookup.

The greatest adventure is what lies ahead.
— J.R.R.Tolkien
In this section we describe our current work and planned future
work to address the next set of challenges we see on the horizon
for Cosmos. We expect our future efforts to focus on addressing
fundamentals, efficiency, and the ways in which machine learning
is changing the data systems landscape. The latter comes from both
directions: “systems for ML” and “ML for systems”. Our vision for
ML support in Cosmos is to meet data scientists in their current
programming languages and tooling ecosystem. On the other side
of this coin, there has been a surge of recent literature on applying
ML to improve data-intensive systems. Testing and productionizing
these kinds of optimizations in a stable and debuggable way at scale
is an important challenge for Cosmos going forward. Below we
describe our work in progress to begin tackling these problems.

4.1

4.3

Security and Compliance

In the early days of Cosmos, the assumption was that all users are
trusted. Users could read each other’s data and execute arbitrary
code on our backend servers. Over time, as the big data field has
matured, we see high prioritization of security and compliance in
big data systems [2, 8]. Recent efforts in Cosmos towards these ends
include encrypting all data at rest, executing user-defined functions
in secure containers, integrating Azure Active Directory for twofactor authentication, and moving to just-in-time (JIT) access for
debugging production incidents. A challenge when enabling compliance and security in Cosmos is that we need to ensure that we
maintain the efficiency of the system. We cannot increase the total
cost of ownership or regress the performance of customer jobs.
Data encryption is crucial to our security efforts; however, we see
several challenges with encryption at rest. These include maintaining the current compression ratios on encrypted data, encrypting
existing data in the background invisible to customers, and sharing
encrypted data between customers in a seamless way. Furthermore,
we recompress data at rest in Cosmos for major efficiency advantages. However, this required us to build a new service that could
be trusted to decrypt, recompress, and re-encrypt the data at rest.
Finally, encrypted data is typically incompressible, and so we need
to compress before encrypting, and that may mean compressing
in different parts of the stack than before to ensure the data is encrypted end to end. We want to encrypt data as early as possible
to reduce the number of places that decrypted data is around, and
we also want to compress data as early as possible to minimize the
amount of physical data we are moving around.
In summary, Security, compliance, and data governance have
become major priorities for enterprise data lakes [2]. Ensuring security and compliance while also preserving high efficiency will be
an ongoing focus for Cosmos over the next several years. The emergence of the cloud has created a new set of systems that Cosmos
needs to integrate with, from moving data easily between cloud
services to allowing cloud pipelines to coordinate via events.

4.2

Integrated with Azure Services

The traditional Cosmos approach has been to provide a one-sizefits-all experience, via an integrated ecosystem around a common
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Richer Analytical Models

As mentioned earlier, SCOPE supports complex and diverse workloads. SCOPE enables users to express business logic using SQL-like
declarative relational language. Still, users often fall back to custom
user code, i.e., user defined operators (UDO) or user define functions
(UDF), in case they are not able to express the business logic in the
high-level declarative language. In fact, around 90% of recurring
jobs consist of at least one UDO inside it. This reflects the fact that
the relational analytical model is not enough for users to express
their business logic. Therefore, going forward we will be investing
in adding a sequential analytical model and a temporal analytical
model to support stateful operations of time-series analysis in the
SCOPE language. Likewise, we need to add native support for graph
and matrix operations in the SCOPE engine. MadLINQ [63] was
an effort in this direction which introduced primitive scalable and
efficient matrix computation in SCOPE. Similarly, there is initial
work on supporting temporal queries in SCOPE [13–15].

4.4

Advanced Workloads

We have witnessed the rise of the data science community in recent
years. Interestingly, in the enterprise setting, this new community
of developers wants to apply newer libraries and algorithms for
model learning while still operating on massive amounts of existing
data. Furthermore, there is often a heavy tail of these data scientists
who don’t need heavy models or deep learning and SCOPE turns
out to be a scalable and low-cost solution for their regression or
classification tasks using popular libraries such as scikit-learn [61].
This is especially true for data that is partitioned and where multiple
models can be trained in parallel, something that SCOPE is good at.
For deep learning or other scenarios that need hardware offloading,
we integrate with Azure Machine Learning (AML) to make the
data processed in Cosmos available in AML via the Azure Data
Lake Store (ADLS). The challenge, however, is to keep up with the
rapidly updating machine learning libraries in Python. To carry on
the momentum, we plan to continue our investments in supporting
standardized machine learning frameworks for the above advanced
workload scenarios.
Advanced workloads put pressure on various parts of the system,
including different compute and store requirements from different
workload scenarios, processing inputs from disparate data sources,

which could be data lake, SQL Server, or others, different resource
allocation needs for high and low priority workloads, and workloads
in newer regions, different user experiences that could include
Notebooks or integration in newer IDEs such as VSCode, unlocking
open-source workloads beyond Spark, making data science and
machine learning easy, and providing data provenance applications.
Putting all these together is key to taking the Cosmos integrated
ecosystem to the next level of business and user expectations.
In the past Microsoft has looked into some of these advanced
workloads for scalably processing queries on videos [47, 48], efficient data cleaning algorithms [4], efficiently searching over large
text collections for Bing [67], at scale mapping IP address to geographical location [19] to mention a few.

4.5

Python Language Head

Python is the topmost programming language according to IEEE,
the most popular language on Stack Overflow, and the second most
popular language on GitHub. Furthermore, Python is becoming
one of the most popular languages not only for data science but
also among data engineers, and traditional developers. Despite the
popularity, scaling Python to large datasets with good performance
remains a challenge. This is in stark contrast to the world of database technologies, where for decades we invested in scalability,
query optimization, and query processing. The work we will be doing in SCOPE will help bring together the ease of use and versatility
of Python environments with highly performant query processing
in the SCOPE engine. As a part of this work, we plan to expose the
popular Python Dataframe API by mapping it to SCOPE operators
under the hood. This will enable pushing large chunks of computation down to the scalable and efficient SCOPE engine, bringing
the best of Python and scale to customers. Magpie [35] is an initial
effort in this direction that exposes Pandas APIs to users while
pushing expensive computation to scalable database engines.

them to do more data processing with the same amount of resources.
Historically, SCOPE optimizer did an excellent job at optimizing
large SCOPE jobs. However, recent analysis shows that 40% of the
SCOPE workload now consists of jobs that run in less than 2 minutes. Therefore, we plan to invest in SCOPE (compiler, optimizer,
code generation, operators, communication channel, and scheduler)
to bring down latency for this class of small queries from 2 minutes
to less than 30 seconds. This will be in addition to the continued
investment in improving the large query segment of SCOPE to
further bring down processing hours and query latencies.

4.8

4.9
4.6

Development Experience

Workload Optimization

The rise of managed data services like Cosmos has made it extremely difficult for users to manage their workloads, given the
lack of control as well as expertise on a sophisticated data processing stack. At the same time, improving operational efficiency
and reducing costs have become paramount in modern cloud environments to make the infrastructure viable. Consequently, we
are building several features to analyze and optimize end-to-end
customer workloads. An example is to right-size the resource allocation for SCOPE jobs, both in terms of the degree of parallelism
(maximum concurrent containers) as well the memory used in each
of the containers [7, 70, 72]. Another example is to insert checkpoints such that the cost to restart failed jobs is minimized. Another
example is to help customers detect the right physical layouts for
their input files [60] or to collect statistics [59] on those files to
create better query plans over those inputs. Or, using past workloads for better scheduling decisions [9, 16, 28, 31]. All of these are
hard for customers to figure out, given the complexity and scale of
the workloads. Therefore, we are investing in a common workload
optimization platform that could be leveraged across customers to
optimize their overall workload and to save costs.

ML-for-Systems

Our goal is to have a seamless authoring, debugging, execution,
and monitoring experience for data engineers and data scientists
irrespective of the environment (local or cloud) on which analytical
queries are executed. Traditionally, we have focused only on the
standard development experience (offline authoring, debugging,
and monitoring) and made little investments around the experience
required to address the needs of data scientists and data engineers
which is more along the lines of interactive development. As a next
step, we would focus on interactive development in the language
of choice, blending between cluster and local execution, recommending performance improvements while developing the script,
identical development experience irrespective of the event to insight latency (batch, interactive, ML), and language support to make
integration with other services seamless.

Applying machine learning (ML) techniques to optimize data-intensive
systems has received significant attention in recent years [32, 42, 79].
We have investigated the use of machine learning for auto-tuning
many layers of the Cosmos software stack. For example, the SCOPE
query optimizer estimates are often far from ideal, and so we applied machine learning to learn fine-grained models [38] to improve
estimates such as cardinality [81] and cost models [72], and others. Likewise, we also apply ML to tune the underlying platform,
including things such as YARN parameters, power provisioning,
and server resource ratios in Cosmos [88]. And finally, there are
efforts to improve incident management in Cosmos by predicting
the causes of slowdown in recurring jobs in case of an incident [71].
All the above examples have shown great potential to improve the
current state by leveraging and learning from large volumes of past
workloads, and therefore we will continue to invest in them.

4.7

5

Small Job Optimization

Cosmos needs to support workloads that are representative of multiple industry segments, Bing, operating system (Windows), workplace productivity (Office), personal computing (Surface), gaming
(Xbox), etc. Thus, Cosmos workloads are also complex and diverse.
Furthermore, there is a continuous push from customers to enable
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THE MODERN ANALYTICS LANDSCAPE
It’s always nice to see familiar faces.
— Kyle Walker

The modern data analytics landscape is evolving rapidly [1, 8].
Even the expectations from a data lake are quickly going beyond
daily batch jobs and multi-minute ad-hoc queries, which were some
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Figure 6: Major Cosmos timelines over the years.
of the original scenarios in Cosmos. Below we discuss and reflect
on some of the newer industry trends and relate them to Cosmos.
From SQL to NoSQL, and all the way back. We have witnessed
the rise and fall of NoSQL systems over the last couple of decades.
The need for massive scale-out, flexible schemas, and arbitrary
user code lead to this new breed of systems. And indeed, close
integration with C# and the ability to express complex business
logic using a variety of user defined operators were some of the key
reasons for the popularity of SCOPE and Cosmos. At the same time,
there has been a continuous shift in this new breed of systems towards more declarative semantics. For SCOPE, this meant building
a sophisticated compiler using Roslyn, introducing newer operators such as temporal operators, and explicitly SQL-ifying SCOPE
into U-SQL for external customers. This paralleled development in
other systems such as Hadoop and Spark that evolved into Hive
and Spark SQL as their popular declarative query interfaces. Thus,
while the NoSQL movement was instrumental in rallying a large
developer audience, not necessarily database experts, for scalable
data processing, the eventual shift towards declarative interfaces
leads to better developer productivity, system performance, and
maintainability of enterprise codebases.
From Hadoop to Spark ecosystem. Big data processing systems
tend to build an ecosystem for supporting a wide variety of analytics
applications. These systems incur large investments and so users
want to get the most out of them. Furthermore, it is impractical
to move large volumes of data around into different systems for
different applications. In the open-source community, it started with
the Hadoop ecosystem to support a plethora of data processing
capabilities on top of a common Hadoop Distributed File System.
Over time, Spark has developed a similar ecosystem with better
interactivity and developer productivity. The Cosmos ecosystem
has seen a similar journey where it grew into a one stop shop for
all analytical processing needs within Microsoft.
SCOPE versus Spark SQL. SCOPE has been the query processing
workhorse in Cosmos, however, increasingly Spark has become
highly attractive due to better performance over interactive queries,
better developer productivity with Notebooks, and more comprehensive features for building data science applications. As a result,
we have concluded that no one system fits all scenarios, and Cosmos now offers Spark along with SCOPE. Interestingly, SCOPE still
offers lower operational costs due to better cluster utilization and
scale-out, as well as tighter C# integration, which is a big advantage
for Microsoft developers. As a result, SCOPE has a niche for exabyte
scale data ingress, cooking, and transformations.

Lake-first and cloud-first. Data lakes and data warehousing are
increasingly more tightly coupled for an end-to-end experience,
including data ingestion, preparation, analysis, reporting, interactive querying, and exploration. This has been coined LakeHouse by
Databricks [5, 6], while Dremio [22] positions as a lake engine that
can provide the above processing on top of the lake. Snowflake [75],
on the other hand, has built a cloud-native data warehousing architecture, that decouples store and compute and provides unlimited
scaling capabilities similar to a data lake. Cosmos provides a similar
storage disaggregation (ADLS) that can scale independently, and it
supports warehousing either through an interactive engine, called
iSCOPE, or through integration with Microsoft’s warehousing and
reporting tools such as Azure Synapse SQL and PowerBI.
Workflow orchestrators, low-code/no-code. Data analytics is
now accompanied by workflow orchestration tools to help stitch together, monitor, and maintain end-to-end workflows (e.g., Airflow,
Luigi, Dagster, Prefect, Metaflow, Dask). Along similar lines, several workflow engines have been built by Cosmos customer teams
for their needs (e.g., Xflow, Sangam). Azure Data Factory, which
has become the standard for workflow orchestration on Azure, is
now also integrated with Cosmos. There is a further push for lowcode/no-code solutions for business analysts and several internal
tools, such as Aether, provide a low-code and no-code experience.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the past, present, and future of Cosmos, the
exabyte-scale big data processing platform at Microsoft. Figure 6
summarizes our journey by showing the major timelines in the past
16 years, starting all the way to an early version of Cosmos store,
to developments in SCOPE and cost-based query optimization, to
support for newer workloads via SCOPE ML and StreamSCOPE, to
addressing modern-day challenges such as GDPR, compliance, and
compatibility with open-source software. Starting all the way from
the origins, we saw how customer needs in Cosmos have changed
over time, how the core architecture got stabilized over numerous
iterations, what newer advancements and workload types kept
coming, how we still have a long way and newer challenges ahead
of us, and how Cosmos continues to be relevant and competitive in
the modern data analytics parlance.
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